If you suspect an unauthorised development has taken place, please report this by filling out a **Unauthorised Activity Enquiry form** (82kb).

You can submit the completed form by emailing to dev.control@bolsover.gov.uk or by post to The Planning Department, The Arc, High Street, Clowne, S43 4JY.

Telephone reports will only be acted upon if there are special circumstances / special urgency, examples include knocking down a protected building or taking down a protected tree.

Anonymous reports will not be investigated, unless there is a clear and obvious breach of planning control.

Once we have received a completed form we will send you an acknowledgement. At the conclusion of our investigations we will let the person who has reported a suspected breach know what action we have taken.

We will not normally provide any other updates on our investigations but we will aim to work to the timescales we have set out in Chapter 2 of the [Local Enforcement Plan](#) for high, medium and low priority cases.